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theoretically at least, subject to precise natural description and 
formulation into laws. To be sure, psychologists can not, because of 
the nature of the facts with which they deal, hope to duplicate in 
their domain the exactness and simplicity of physical formulations, 
but they can exclude from psychology all animistic prepossession and 
unscientific description. 

J. R. KANTOR. 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY. 

IS SUPERNATURALISTIC BELIEF ESSENTIAL IN A 
DEFINITION OF RELIGION? 

IN a previous article in this JOURNAL,' devoted chiefly to a con- 
sideration of William James's philosophy of religion, I discussed 

what I called the fallacy of false attribution, which, I said, "consists 
in the erroneous interpretation of an experience whereby the ex- 
perience is attributed to an external, divine source in cases where 
a physiological explanation is adequate to account for it." James 
leaves us in no doubt as to his acceptance of supernaturalism, and 
his consequent commission of the fallacy of false attribution when 
he appeals to the so-called religious experience as evidence for the 
truth of religion. In The Varieties of Religious Experience he says, 
"If one should make a division of all thinkers into naturalists and 
supernaturalists, I should undoubtedly have to go, along with most 
philosophers, into the supernaturalist branch" (p. 520). He further 
classifies himself as what he calls a "piecemeal" supernaturalist. 
"Piecemeal" supernaturalism, he says, "admits miracles and provi- 
dential leadings, and finds no intellectual difficulty in mixing the 
ideal and the real worlds together by interpolating influences from 
the ideal region among the forces that causally determine the real 
world's details" (pp. 520-21). Others, however, might reject all 
supernaturalism and still insist that evidence for the truth of religion 
is to be found empirically in the religious experience. If super- 
naturalistic belief were not involved in the religious experience, that 
is, if it were possible for one accepting a purely naturalistic account 
of all one's experiences still to regard some of them as religious ex- 
periences, then the fallacy of false attribution would not occur. 

The crucial question arises, therefore, as to the possibility of 
defining religion in naturalistic terms. Supernaturalistic or trans- 
cendental belief of some kind is commonly regarded as essential in 
religion, both in popular thought and also in the traditional theo- 

1 Vol. XIV. (1917), pp. 653-60. See also, for discussion of the fallacy of 
false attribution, the author's book, The Biological Foundations of Belief (Bos- 
ton, 1921), Chs. II., III. 
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logical accounts such as those based upon Plato or Kant. The 
burden of proof, consequently, rests upon any one who goes con- 
trary to the accepted views. Many have attempted, however, to 
define religion without including any specific sort of supernatural- 
istic belief; and I propose to examine some of these attempts and to 
point out wherein they are fallacious. 

Those who try to define religion err frequently in two ways. 
In the first place, philosophers and theologians are apt to define 
religion as it is for them personally, not as it is for people in gen- 
eral. In the second place, philosophers and theologians may some- 
times define religion as they think it ought to be for all mankind, 
not as it is actually found to be in general human experience. It 
is historians and psychologists of religion who are the best guides 
in the search for a correct definition, for they examine the institu- 
tions, ceremonies, and personal experiences which are commonly 
called religious. 

Historians of religion and psychologists who concern themselves 
with religious experience agree rather generally that religion, though 
manifesting itself variously, from inarticulate experiences of in- 
dividuals to socially sanctioned creeds and institutions, is always 
characterized by the presence of certain specific beliefs. Anthro- 
pologists tend at present to agree in accepting some such account 
of the earliest form of religion as Mr. Marett gives in his book, 
The Threshold of Religion; and, according to Mr. Marett, religion in 
its earliest, preanimistic stage consists of belief in a vaguely defined, 
unseen "power," out of which belief there arise acts of appeasing 
and persuading and making use of this "power." "To begin with," 
says Mr. Marett, "the religious eye perceives the presence of mana 
here, there, and everywhere. . . . Whatever the word may originally 
have signified . . . . it stands in its actual use for something lying 
more or less beyond the reach of the senses-something merging on 
what we are wont to describe as the immaterial or unseen (p. 118). 
James, similarly, in a study of religion upon the highest level, says 
that religion consists of the "belief that there is an unseen order, 
and that our supreme good lies in harmoniously adjusting ourselves 
thereto."2 So, at the two extremes of religious development, the 
lowest and the highest, we find, as these two definitions indicate, that 
religion is characterized by belief in some sort of supernatural 
reality. Mere belief in the existence of this supernatural realm, how- 
ever, does not in itself constitute religion. There is in religion the 
further belief that some sort of human adjustment to this reality is 
advisable, as James states in the definition quoted above; and in 
practise such belief issues in overt acts of worship. The objects of 

2 The Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 53. 
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religious belief, differentiating it from other kinds of belief, are, 
then, of two classes: first, some sort of supernatural order of reality, 
capable of sustaining a more or less personal relationship with man; 
and, second, certain acts and attitudes towards this order of reality, 
acts regarded in the lower religions as efficacious in gaining the 
aid of the unseen powers, and in the higher religions, acts of 
adjustment to the unseen order. This would pass as a minimum 
definition of religion, a statement of what is necessary and no more 
than is necessary to constitute religion. Religion, further, depends 
for its existence upon the existence of the beliefs in the above- 
mentioned religious objects, not necessarily upon the existence of 
the objects themselves. 

A wholly adequate justification of my definition of religion 
would involve the exhibition of supernaturalistic belief in all in- 
stances of what, by general consent, is called religion. The pro- 
cedure might be a wholly empirical one, based upon a historical and 
psychological study of races and of individuals who have manifested 
the external signs of religion during the course of history, and who 
continue to do so at the present time. Such a study would be long 
and arduous, however; and, besides, many such studies have already 
been made. I shall limit myself, therefore, to an examination of 
certain definitions of religion that explicitly exclude the element of 
supernaturalistic belief; and I shall show that such belief is im- 
plied in these very attempts to deny its necessity. 

In one of his early articles3 Professor Leuba denied that belief 
is essential in religion. He says: "We have in this essay insisted 
upon the absolute divorce which must be recognized between intel- 
lectual beliefs and religion" (p. 314). "Religion has become-or is 
coming to be-the conglomerate of desires and emotions springing 
from the sense of sin and its release" (p. 321). But here religion 
is said to involve belief in sin, a belief that does not occur in the 
merely moral life. "Sin" does not occur in the vocabulary of 
secular ethics. A sense of sin implies belief in a "higher," unseen 
order, together with the belief that maladjustment to this order 
exists. Consequently, Professor Leuba does not here escape defining 
religion in terms of supernaturalistic belief. 

Others who attempt to define religion without including super- 
naturalistic belief may be criticised similarly. Thus Mr. Crawley, 
in his book, The Tree of Life, says that belief is not essential in 
religion. He says: "Religion may arise and subsist without any 
belief either in God or the soul" (p. 178). "The source of religious 
feelings and their constant support is not the belief in 'spirits' 

8 " A Study of the Psychology of Religious Phenomena, " American Journal 
of Psychology, Vol. VII (1895-96), pp. 309-385. 
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(p. 185). "The religious emotion is no separate feeling, but that 
tone or quality of any feeling which results in making something 
sacred. . . . Consecration-the making sacred-of elemental facts, 
so noticeable both in primitive and civilized life, is the normal 
result of the religious impulse, and of this alone" (p. 209). Then Mr. 
Crawley's problem becomes that of defining sacredness. He finds 
sacredness characteristic of the elemental facts of life, such as birth, 
marriage, death, and burial. "The vital instinct, the feeling of life, 
the will to life . . . is the origin of religion" (p. 214). Thus, at the 
last, Mr. Crawley does not define religion apart from supernatural- 
istic belief, not necessarily belief in definite spirits or in God, but 
in a mysterious power, that of life. The "feeling of life" which, 
for him, constitutes religion, is not such an attitude as that, for 
example, of the modern scientist who gives a mechanistic account of 
life, but is a belief in life as a mysterious supernatural fountain of 
power. Sacredness can not be defined apart from belief in a super- 
natural area of reality. Birth, marriage, death, and burial, re- 
garded merely as physiological and social processes, possess no 
sacredness. Belief that supernatural power is manifested in such 
processes renders them sacred. 

Although in one of his early articles, from which I quoted above, 
Professor Leuba defined religion without including the element of 
belief, in one of his later works4 he very definitely includes belief 
as a necessary constituent. Further, all who admit the relevance 
of the question of truth and error in religion, thereby admit the 
presence of belief as a universal and necessary factor. Except 
where belief or judgment occurs, the predicates "true" and "false" 
do not apply at all. 

Buddhism is an instance of a religion which might seem to be 
completely atheistic, that is, without any belief in God. In practise, 
however, this is not the case. Pure Buddhism is more a philosophy 
than a religion, while in Buddhism as actually practised as a religion 
the Buddha himself is deified. Consequently, Buddhism may come 
under my definition of religion by virtue of added elements. More- 
over, one may maintain, as Professor Leuba does,5 that original 
Buddhism, though disregarding gods, did involve belief in a trans- 
cendent psychic power. And Professor Hocking8 regards Buddhism 
as having what would pass for a god, that is, the law of Karma, 
which is the moral order of the universe. 

The religion of Humanity, which positivism offers, might be 
cited as an instance of a religion that contradicts my definition. 

4 A Psychological Study of Religion. See especially pp. 9, 10, 52. 
5 Ibid., p. 289. 
6 W. E. Hocking, The Meaning of God in Human Experience, p. 333. 
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"The religion of Humanity," says the positivist Mr. Harrison,7 
insists that the normal object of religious reverence lies,... 

not in the Incomprehensible, but in the Comprehensible; not in the 
Universe, but in this planet; not in the Absolute, but in the Relative; 
not in the Supernatural, but in the Natural; not in the Divine, but 
in the Human World." My criticism is, that the religion of Hu- 
manity, so called, is not properly a religion at all according to ac- 
cepted usage of the term. Even Mr. Harrison admits this, for he 
says, "Education would be a more significant and precise phrase to 
use of Positivism, if we could purge education from its purely in- 
tellectual connotation" (Preface, p. xviii). 

M. Sabatier, in his Outlines of a Philosophy of Religion, defines 
religion in terms of "feeling," and says that no element of belief is 
necessarily present. Beliefs, he says (p. 8), may die out, but religion 
will go on forever. Religion is "the feeling of dependence which 
every man experiences with respect to universal being" (pp. 21, 22). 
"This feeling of our subordination thus furnishes the experimental 
and indestructible basis of the idea of God" (p. 22). "The feeling 
of our dependence is that of the mysterious presence of God in us" 
(p. 23). Such a definition as M. Sabatier's does not, however, escape 
the admission of an element of belief. A psychological analysis of 
one of these experiences of "dependence on universal being" reveals 
in the experience a belief, however indistinct and inarticulate, in the 
reality of a religious object-a belief in "the mysterious presence of 
God in us." M. Sabatier says (pp. 23, 24) that "the material uni- 
verse is not the principle of sovereignty to which it is possible for 
man to submit," and that the practise of religion is an "act of con- 
fidence and communion with the universal Spirit." Here is clearly 
involved belief in the reality of "universal Spirit," as opposed, for 
example, to universal matter; and this is a distinct case of belief in 
a religious object. 

Professor H6ffding, in his Philosophy of Religion, tries to differ- 
entiate religious experiences from other experiences without refer- 
ence to belief. "Religious experience is essentially religious feel- 
ing," he says (p. 106); and religious feeling is "the feeling which 
is determined by the fate of values in the struggle for existence" 
(p. 107). Any "cosmical vital feeling" is religious feeling, accord- 
ing to Professor Hoffding (p. 110). The doctrines, dogmas, and 
cults in which religion has come to be expressed are not literal, he 
says, but figurative. "The religious consciousness expresses itself 
by means of more or less figurative ideas" (p. 242). "Religious 
ideas . . . give figurative form and expression to other sides of the 
soul's life than those which are served by intellectual ideas" (p. 243). 

7 Frederic Harrison, The Positive Evolution of Religion, p. 212. 
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Professor Hbffding even says that the various religious conceptions 
of God, immortality, and the like, have Originated historically "in 
combinations of figures" (p. 243). 

Two criticisms may be brought against such a position. In the 
first place, it is impossible to differentiate the religious consciousness 
from other, non-religious experiences without introducing the factor 
of belief. If "cosmical vital feeling" is to be called religious feel- 
ing, and not merely emotion of an esthetic sort, it is so only by 
virtue of a belief as to the source of the experienece-a belief that 
a supernatural significance attaches to the experience. In the second 
place, even though some of the religious legends and dogmas have 
now become merely symbolical for a portion of present-day wor- 
shippers, the dogmas did not as a matter of historical fact origi- 
nate as symbols. A literal significance was originally attached. 
Moreover, a literal significance is still ascribed to them by the ma- 
jority of worshippers. How long would even symbols remain if there 
were no literal believers? 

Even for those who do take all religious dogmas symbolically, 
religion is not definable apart from belief in a class of supernatural 
objects or in a single supernatural object. A symbol, in order to 
be a symbol, must be a symbol of something. The worshipper who 
takes the dogmas as symbols, and does not believe them literally, still 
believes that they are symbols of something real or realizable, though 
not capable of being expressed except through poetic, imaginative 
symbolism. Furthermore, the objects symbolized are supernatural 
objects, existing beyond the world that the sciences study. Professor 
H6ffding himself admits this, for he says: "If we could and ought 
to uphold no other views of existence than those which scientific in- 
quiry can construct and prove, then the axiom of the conservation 
of value must fall to the ground. Science is not in a position to 
produce out of itself. a religious faith" (p. 244). 

An effort is sometimes made to define religion in terms of faith, 
and to regard faith as something entirely distinct from ordinary be- 
lief. Thus Ritschlianism, claiming with Pascal that "the heart has 
reasons which reason does not know," bases religion on faith as a 
form of religious knowledge entirely different from scientific, factual 
beliefs. Faith, however, is a mental process open to ordinary psycho- 
logical analysis; and upon analysis it is found to consist of belief 
in the reality of some object or in the truth of some proposition, 
along with an accompanying emotional state of trust or confidence. 
Faith in God involves belief in God's existence, together with con- 
fidence in His goodness and care. This latter notion is illustrated 
in the non-religious life by the case, for example, of faith in the 
curative properties of medicine. Often the term "faith" is ex- 
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tended in its theological usage to mean belief in the reality of some- 
thing for which there is no empirical evidence. Tennyson's lines in 
"In Memoriam" express this idea: 

We have but faith: we can not know; 
For knowledge is of things we see. 

But faith in this sense of the word still includes the element of be- 
lief, just as it must do in any other legitimate usage of the term. 

There has been frequently in history, just as at the present time, 
a strong tendency to find the essence of religion in personal experi- 
ences of a mystical sort. Furthermore, it might seem to some people 
that, when defined in terms of mystical experiences, religion is 
defined without the inclusion of belief as a requisite element. This, 
however, is not the case. Upon analysis mysticism is found to con- 
sist of a strongly marked emotional state, together with a conviction 
or strong belief that there is a divine significance attaching to the 
experience. At least after the experience there is present in the 
mind of the mystic this belief as to the divine source and significance 
of the experience. 

Though supernaturalistic belief of some sort occurs in all religi- 
ous experiences properly so called and in all accurate definitions of 
religion, it might be claimed, nevertheless, that those persons ought 
to be called religious whose reactions to the universe as a whole, to 
the cosmic drift of things, were serious and reverent, even though 
their philosophical views were naturalistic. The majority of scien- 
tists would probably be included in this class. The man of high 
moral ideals and serious purposes, especially if his life is touched 
with deep emotion at the thought of the total cosmic situation, ought 
hardly to be called irreligious, perhaps, even though he lacked all 
the usual religious beliefs. Such a man is certainly not irreverent; 
but it would be more accurate, however, to call such a man, not 
religious, but moral merely, with esthetic emotions coloring his 
morality. Regard for correct usage of the term requires that religion 
be defined in such a way as to include supernaturalistic belief. 

WESLEY RAYMOND WELLS. 
COLBY COLLEGE. 
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